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Abstract
This study aims to describe the causative constructions in modern standard Arabic (MSA) and discuss their
analyses. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to discuss the causative constructions in MSA. This
study shows that there are three different types of causatives in MSA: the lexical causative, the periphrastic
causative, and the morphological causative. We discuss the three types of causatives in MSA and the associated
thematic roles of arguments, especially the morphological causatives, where the number of arguments and their
thematic roles are changed after the derivation. The role of the causee is always patient, and the role of the
causer is always an agent of the event even if the basic verb requires a subject with a different role. The last
section of this study presents a syntactic analysis of the three structures of causatives in MSA within the lexical
functional grammar framework.
Keywords: causatives, causer, causee, caused event
1. Introduction
Causative constructions usually contain two events, one of which causes the other. The agent of the first event
usually forces or causes the subject of the second event to perform the event. As we will see in this study, there is
more than one type of this structure. This study will discuss three types of causation: lexical causative,
periphrastic causative, and morphological causative. We will show that the three types of causative
constructions are possible in MSA.
This study is divided into five sections: The first and last sections are an introduction and a conclusion. Section 2
provides an overview of two important topics, causative constructions and argument structure. In the first
subsection, we discuss the meaning of causation using some examples from the English language. This subsection
differentiates between the three types of causative constructions: lexical, periphrastic, and morphological
causatives, and we will argue that all three types are possible in MSA. In the first type, a verb gives a causative
meaning based on its lexical meaning. In the second type, there are two verbs: The first gives the causative
meaning and the second gives the result. The third type contains a causative verb derived from another verb. The
second subsection explains the argument structure because this study will show the changes in thematic roles
between the basic verb and the derived verb in the morphological causative construction.
Section 3 discusses the three types of causative constructions in MSA and provides some examples of each type
of causative in MSA. This section also discusses the arguments of causative verbs and the thematic roles of these
arguments, focusing on the change in the arguments and their thematic roles in morphological causatives between
the basic and derived form. This section discusses the types of verbs that have causative counterparts, and this
discussion includes intransitive and transitive verbs.
Section 4 discusses the syntactic analysis of causative constructions in MSA within the lexical functional
grammar (LFG) framework. This study discusses three types of structures that illustrate causative constructions in
MSA. The analysis of the three structures shows the syntactic differences between them and between the basic
form and the derived form in morphological causative constructions.
2. An Overview
This section is divided into two subsections, the first of which provides an overview of causative constructions
and shows the three structures of causation that will be discussed in MSA. The second subsection discusses the
argument structure because we show the change in thematic roles between basic forms and derived forms when
we discuss morphological causatives in MSA.
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2.1 Causatives
The following three examples illustrate the meaning of causative constructions:
(1) a. John eats.
b. Mary caused John to eat.
c. Mary feeds John.
The example in (1a) contains a single clause that has a simple event involving one argument, which is John (this
predicate requires one argument in one use). The example in (1b) is different because it contains two clauses that
show two events. The complement clause in this example describes the same event shown in (1a), which is John
eats. The main clause in (1b) expresses a different event, in which Mary does an unspecified action to cause the
event in the complement clause. There is a relationship between the two events in this example, and it is a
causative relationship, meaning that the event in the complement clause is the result of the event in the main
clause. The example in (1c) is similar to that in (1b) with some differences. Example (1c) indicates that Mary
personally feeds John, whereas the example in (1b) is more appropriate if the event of eating is an indirect result
of some action that was done by Mary. However, there is an overlap between the second and third sentences in
that both imply a causative relationship between the two events. The causing event in both examples is something
that was done by Mary, and the result is the event shown in the example (1a).
Both examples in (1b) and (1c) illustrate causative constructions in English. A causative construction contains a
complex situation involving two events, one of which is caused by another, or is the result of another. The name
of the actor in the first event is the causer, while the argument enforced to do the second event is called the
causee. Additionally, the event that is the result of the first event is called a caused event.
The two examples in (1b) and (1c) illustrate that causative constructions differ in their grammatical structures.
While the example in (1b) shows the causative meaning by using two verbs in two clauses, providing the cause
and result separately, the example in (1c) shows the causative meaning by the semantic meaning of a single verb
that is used in a single clause.
Causative constructions are usually divided into three types based on their differences in grammatical structures.
The first type is the periphrastic causative, which contains two clauses. This type of causation is illustrated by
the aforementioned example (1b), and is found in English and other languages, including MSA, as shown below.
The second type of causative construction is the lexical causative. This type of structure contains one verb that
includes the meaning of causation in its semantic meaning. The lexical causative is illustrated by the
aforementioned example (1c), where the verb feed means to cause someone to eat. However, the two verbs feed
and eat have no morphological relationship. There are other verbs in English and other languages that have the
same sort of meaning, including kill, which means to cause someone to die, and inform, which means to make
someone or something know. Additionally, some causative verbs have phonological similarity with the basic
verbs, such as seat and sit, walk (cause someone to walk) and walk, fell and fall, and lay and lie. However, this
phonological relationship is irregular because there is no morphological relationship between these verbs, meaning
that the causative verb is not derived from the basic verb.
The third type of causative construction is the morphological causative. In this type, a causative verb is derived
from another verb, meaning that there is a morphological relationship between the causative verb and the basic
verb. This derivation can be achieved by adding a prefix or suffix. In English, the causative form can be derived
from the basic form by adding a suffix to a basic verb, such as adding the suffix en to the verb short, and the
result will be the causative verb shorten, or adding the suffix ize to the word normal to obtain the causative verb
normalize. The third type of causative construction involves some changes in the argument structure of the basic
verb because the causer should be a new participant in the causative construction. This means that the semantic
valence of the verb that indicates the causative meaning will be greater than that of the basic verb. The changes
in the argument structure should be related to other changes in syntactic functions. The causer usually functions
as the subject of the causative verb, while the causee should be assigned a new function, which differs from one
language to another.
2.2 Argument Structure
There is a relationship between the semantic roles of arguments and the syntactic functions of these arguments. In
this study, we will discuss the changes in syntactic functions and semantic roles between causative verbs and
their basic forms in the morphological causatives present in MSA. Semantic and syntactic structures differ and
have separate constraints. The difference between the two structures can be shown by discussing verbs such as
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eat and rain in English. At the semantic level, the verb eat requires two semantic roles, namely, an agent and a
patient. The first is the individual who eats, and the second is the food that is eaten. At the syntactic level, the
verb eat can function as a transitive and an intransitive verb in English, meaning that both examples below are
grammatical (see Dalrymple, 2001):
(2) a. I ate chicken.
b. I ate.
The verb eat is transitive in example (2a) and intransitive in example (2b). In the second use, this verb has one
argument which is the agent, while the patient, which is semantically required by this verb, is understood. This
requirement is different in syntax because the second argument is not expressed, meaning that this verb requires
only a subject. There is evidence that this verb is used as an intransitive verb, which comes from out-prefixation.
As stated by Bresnan et al. (1980), only intransitive verbs can be used in out-prefixation. This means that the
following example, which is a grammatical example and shows that the verb eat is used with the prefix out,
demonstrates that this verb can be used as an intransitive verb.
(3) Mary outate John.
This means that the verb eat can be used as monovalent in syntax, requiring one argument, which is the subject,
but in this use, the verb is bivalent in semantics, requiring a relation between an agent and a patient.
In contrast, verbs such as rain in example (4a) requires one argument, which is a subject, but this verb does not
denote any semantic roles, meaning that the argument of this verb does not play any semantic role; therefore, if
we replace the subject of this verb in (4a) by another subject, the result will be an ungrammatical sentence, as
shown in (4b) below:
(4) a. It rains.
b. *He rains.
The requirement of the verb rain shows the same fact that the syntactic valence differs from the semantic valence,
which means that the syntactic structure and the semantic structure are different and should be represented in
separate forms. However, the semantic structure should have some influence on the syntactic structure, and this is
clear when we do not accept a subject or object in the syntactic structure because of the semantic meaning.
Pinker (1989) has two hypotheses about aspects in semantic structure that constrain the syntax. The first
hypothesis claims that any semantic aspect can be reflected in syntax and constrains the syntactic form. The
second hypothesis shows that one type of semantic feature can constrain syntactic structures, which are argument
structures.
Linguists usually agree about the kind of information that should be included in the argument structure, which
should be semantic information, but the literature debates about the amount of this information. Some linguists
claim that the argument structure should include very little information, while others argue that the argument
structure is rich in semantic information. We can find different information and different presentations in a
framework such as LFG, as shown in Jackendoff (1983), Jackendoff (1990), Dowty (1991), Ackerman (1992),
Zaenen (1993), Alsina (1996), Butt (1996), Broadwell et al. (1998), and Ackerman and Moore (2001).
For the purpose of this study, we will represent the information of argument structure as shown in Kaplan and
Bresnan (1982), which is a simple presentation that shows the relation between syntactic functions and semantic
roles. For example, a transitive verb such as hit in the following sentence requires two arguments, and the
thematic roles of these arguments are agent and patient. The subject, Mary, is the agent and the object, John, is
the patient. This relation between the syntactic functions and thematic roles can be represented as shown in (5b)
below:
(5) a. Mary hit john.
b.

SUBJ

OBJ

‘HIT < (——), (——)>’
AGENT

PATIENT

Additionally, the list of thematic roles may differ between syntactic and semantic analyses (see Radford, 1988;
Carnie, 2007; Kearns, 2011; Aarts, 2017). Despite the fact that these roles come from the same system, they may
differ in their usage. We use the following list of thematic roles, which are briefly shown with some examples in
(6) below:
(6) a. Mary hit John. Agent/ Patient
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b. Daviid threw the baall. Theme
c. Maryy is happy. Exp
periencer
d. Louiisa bought a caar for Sue. Ben
neficial
ments
e. Johnn hit Sue with a stick. Instrum
f. Louisa put the letteer in the box. L
Local
g. Maryy passed the leetter to John. G
Goal
h. Louiisa took the lettter from Sue. Source
3. Causatiive Constructtions in MSA
As aforem
mentioned, theere are three sstructures thatt can express the meaning of causation: lexical causa
ative,
periphrastiic causative, annd morphologgical causative.. In this sectionn, we argue thhat all three struuctures are posssible
in MSA. T
This section iss divided into two subsectioons: The first sshows the exisstence of lexiccal and periphrrastic
causatives and the secondd that of morphhological causaatives, explaining the differeences between the basic form
m and
derived forrm in the num
mber of arguments and their thhematic roles.
3.1 Lexicaal and Periphraastic Causativiity
MSA is siimilar to otheer languages inn expressing ccausative meaanings in the llexicon and thhrough periphrrastic
structures. As mentioneed above, we mean by lexiical causative verbs those vverbs that proovide the caussative
meaning bby their semanntic content soo long as thesee verbs have nnot been deriveed from other verbs. In con
ntrast,
periphrastiic causatives contain
c
two sepparate verbs inn two separatee clauses. MSA
A contains few
w verbs that contain
the semanntic meaning of
o causation w
without derivattion because, aas shown beloow, MSA has a rich derivational
system andd causative veerbs usually haave basic counnterparts. One example of a llexical causatiive verb is the verb
qatala ‘killl’, because if you kill someeone, you causse their death. The example in (7a) illustrates the use off this
verb in MS
SA:

In (7a), thee causative verb, which is thhe predicate off this sentence, is a transitivee verb that reqquires a subject and
an object, as shown in (7b).
(
The them
matic role of thhe subject, whiich is the causser, is the agennt and the them
matic
role of the object, whichh is the causee, is patient.
In additionn, MSA has a second type oof causation, w
which is periphhrastic causativves. In this kinnd of causation
n, the
sentence ccontains two verbs
v
that occuur in two separrate clauses. T
There are somee verbs in MS
SA that can express
the causattive meaning in
i this structurre, such as ğaac ala ‘made’ aand sayyara ‘made’. The fo
following exam
mples
illustrate bboth verbs withh causative meeanings.

The syntaactic analysis of this structuure will be diiscussed in Seection 4. The syntactic reqquirements of both
causative vverbs and theirr thematic rolees are shown below in (9):
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Importantlly, both examp
mples in (8) shhow periphrasttic causatives, in which the verbs in mainn clauses illusstrate
causative vverbs. Howeveer, the requirements and meeanings of bothh verbs can bee changed. Forr example, if we
w do
not use booth verbs with verbal
v
compleements, they m
may denote anoother meaning besides causattion. The following
examples iillustrate this meaning,
m
wherre both verbs m
mean changingg:

3.2 Morphhological Caussativity
MSA has an interesting system of derrivation, in whhich we can deerive some forrms of verbs fr
from the basic root.
Traditionaal grammarianss argue that a string of threee consonants, a so-called “triliteral root”, ddenotes the general
idea of a vverb in Arabicc, and other forrms can be deerived by addinng other consoonants or voweels. For examp
ple, a
simple verrb like Fahimaa ‘understood’ is assumed inn traditional grrammar to be thhe basic form of the imperfe
ective
form yafhamu ‘understaand’, the activve participle ffā him ‘undersstanding’, andd the passive participle maffhū m
‘understoood’. This meanns that MSA hhas a rich morpphological sysstem that allow
ws it to derive many examples of
morphologgical causativves. In this subsection, w
we provide ssome examplees of morphological caussative
constructioons and comppare these exaamples with ttheir basic connstructions, foocusing on the difference in the
number off arguments annd the differeence in themattic roles betweeen the basic and causativee constructionss. As
mentionedd above, by moorphological ccausatives we mean structurres that containn a causative vverb that is derived
from a bassic verb, meanning that there is a morpholoogical relationsship between tthe causative aand basic verbss. As
seen below
w, this type of derivation inncreases the nnumber of argguments. In otther words, iff the basic ve
erb is
intransitivee, the causativve verb shouldd be transitivee, requiring ann object, and if the basic vverb is transitiv
ve, it
should be ditransitive, reequiring two oobjects. We beggin with intrannsitive verbs annd then transitiive verbs.
morphological derivation. Inttransitive verbs can
Many verbbs in MSA cann produce caussative counterpparts through m
yield causative verbs, annd in this case, the causativee verb becomees transitive. W
We will assumee that there are
e two
types of inntransitive verbbs: the first is a kind of verb that does not rrequire any funnction except tthe subject, such as
the verb saamina ‘be fat’.. The second tyype includes vverbs that requuire prepositioonal phrases w
with their subjjects,
such as thhe verb wasalaa ‘arrived’. Addditionally, there is usually m
more than one causative form
m of the basic verb.
For exampple, both samiina ‘be fat’ annd wasala ‘arrrived’ can prooduce two cauusative forms,, as will be sh
hown
below. Thee following exxamples in (111) illustrate thhe use of the bbasic verb sam
mina ‘be fat’ w
with the two forms
f
sammana ‘made fat’ annd ?asmana ‘m
made fat’. Thhe form samm
mana ‘made faat’ is derived by geminating
g the
consonant m in the midddle of the basic verb, andd the second is derived byy adding the cconsonant ? at
a the
beginning of the basic veerb.

we show the difference in arrguments betw
ween basic andd causative veerbs. As show
wn below, the basic
In (12), w
predicate rrequires one argument,
a
whiich is the subbject, and the thematic role of this argum
ment is agent. The
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causative fform requires two
t argumentss: a subject andd an object. Thhe subject or thhe causer is a new argumentt, and
the themattic role of the causer is agennt. The causee in this exampple, which waas the subject of the basic verb,
becomes tthe object andd its thematicc role is patient. Both causaative forms inn (11b) and (11c) have the same
requiremennts, which are represented inn (12b) below:

As for thee second structture, the follow
wing examplees illustrate thee basic verb w
wasala ‘arrivedd’ and its caussative
counterparrts because this verb similarlly produces tw
wo causative foorms, as shown below:

As shownn in the previoous examples, verbs that haave morphologgical causativee counterpartss usually requ
uire a
subject thaat has one them
matic role, whhich is the agennt. However, inn intransitive vverbs in MSA, the verb that has
h a
causative ccounterpart maay be a psych verb, and in thhis case, the veerb requires a ssubject that is experiencer. There
T
are some eexamples of thhis kind of verrb in MSA, suuch as hazina ‘be sad’ and ffariha ‘be happpy’. The caussative
form of thhe first is hazzzana or ?ahzaana ‘make sadd’ and that of tthe second is ffarrha or ?afrraha ‘make hap
ppy’.
Despite thhe fact that thee subject of thee basic verb m
may have differrent thematic rroles, we obseerve that the ca
auser
and causeee in the derivedd form, which has a causative meaning, havve the same theematic roles, w
which are agen
nt and
patient. Inn (15) below, we
w show the thhematic roles oof the syntactiic functions thhat are required by the two verbs
v
hazina ‘bee sad’ and farihha ‘be happy’ and their causaative counterpparts:

The verbs that have cauusative counterrparts in MSA
A can be transsitive verbs, annd in this casee, the derived form
should be ditransitive. The
T examples in (16) illustraate the basic fform, which iss transitive andd the derived form,
f
which is dditransitive:
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The exampple in (16a) coontains a basic verb, which iss a verb in the perfective form
m, and it is traansitive, requirring a
single objeect. The subjecct is the properr noun Zayd, aand the object is water. The tthematic role oof the subject is
i the
agent, whhile the themaatic role of thhe object is ppatient. Howeever, when wee derive the ccausative form
m by
duplicatingg the consonannt r in the midddle of the verrb, the numbeer of argumentts required by the causative form
will increaase. The causaative verb in ((16b) requires three argumeents: the subjecct, which is a new argumen
nt not
required by the basic forrm. The secondd and third argguments are thhe primary andd secondary obbjects, meaning
g that
the verb aafter derivationn becomes dittransitive. Thee thematic rolee of the causaative verb’s subbject, which is the
causer in this example, is agent, whiile the primaryy object, whicch is the causee, is patient and the secon
ndary
object is ttheme. In (17aa), we show thhe relationshipp between the syntactic functions and theematic roles fo
or the
basic verbb, while (17b)) shows the difference in thhe causative vverb, where thhe verb requirres three synttactic
functions aafter derivationn, that are connnected with thhree thematic rroles. There iss a new argument in the caussative
structure, w
which is the cauuser, and it funnctions as a suubject of the caausative verb. The causee, w
which is the su
ubject
of the basiic verb, becom
mes the primaryy object of thee causative verrb with a new thematic role.. The new them
matic
role for thee causee is pattient, and it is aagent with the basic verb.

Interestinggly, the order of
o objects can be changed inn this structure,, which meanss that the seconndary object ca
an be
the primarry object, and this
t entails thaat the primary object becomees the secondaary object. How
wever, this doe
es not
require anny changes in thematic
t
roles. The followinng example inn (18a) shows tthis change, annd (18b) show
ws the
change in tthe relationshipp between synttactic functions and thematicc roles:

The swap between the objects in (188a) is possiblee because the meaning of tthe sentence iis clear in the
e two
structures, meaning thatt Salem in bothh examples haad water. It maay be difficult to find a caussative verb tha
at has
two objectts that cannot swap
s
their posiitions.
Like intrannsitive verbs, some transitivve verbs in MS
SA can producce more than oone causative fform. One exa
ample
is the verbb Fahima ‘undderstand’, wheere two causattive forms cann be derived ffrom this verb by duplicating the
middle connsonant h in fa
ahhama or addding a new connsonant at the bbeginning in ?aafhama. The ffollowing exam
mples
illustrate thhese three form
ms.
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4. The Syn
ntactic Analyssis
This sectioon discusses the
t syntactic analysis of caausative consttructions in M
MSA. The threee construction
ns of
causation discussed aboove are analyzzed in this secction. We willl use the Lexiical Functionaal Grammar (L
LFG)
frameworkk for our analyysis, focusing oon one face of tthe two faces oof LFG, namelly, the functionnal structure.
4.1 LFG
ming that langguages should bbe analyzed byy parallel struc
ctures
LFG is a nnontransformattional syntactic theory, assum
that repressent different types
t
of inform
mation that are related to eacch other by funnctional constraints. It is assu
umed
that syntacctic structure should be repreesented in two different wayss: the constitueent structure (cc-structure) an
nd the
functional structure (f-structure). Thhe c-structure represents the organizationn of words aand phrases in
n the
sentence, w
while the f-strructure showss the functionaal information in the sentencce, namely, thhe predicate an
nd its
requiremennts in the senttence and funnctional relatioons, such as ssubject and obbject. This stuudy focuses on
n the
f-structuree in representinng the analysis of causative cconstructions inn MSA.
As mentiooned above, fuunctional inform
mation is reprresented in LF
FG by the f-strructure, whichh contains func
ctions
from attribbutes to values.. We can show
w how the f-struucture works byy the followingg example in (221), which sho
ows a
simple f-sttructure in (21bb):

The f-structure in (21b) shows a simpple analysis off the example in (21a), whiich contains foour features, where
w
each featuure contains a pair
p of attributtes and values. The value off the first attribbute in this f-sstructure show
ws the
syntactic rrequirements of
o the predicatte, which is the verb meet. T
This verb requuires a subject and an object, and
both have thematic roless. Thematic arrguments are rrepresented in the f-structuree inside the anngled brackets. The
second feaature contains the attribute T
TENSE and its value PAST, which showss that the tensee of the senten
nce is
past tense. The third attribute is SUBJ , and its valuee is an embedded f-structure that shows thee information of
o the
subject. Thhe last attributee is OBJ, and itts value is an f--structure that sshows the information of the object.
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4.2 The Annalysis of Caussation in MSA
There is nno problem in analyzing
a
the first structure of the causatiive, which is tthe lexical cauusative. It should be
analyzed aas a simple sentence containning a verb with its argumeents. For exam
mple, the analyysis of the example
repeated as (22a) is repreesented in the f-structure in (22b). The preedicate of this sentence requuires two argum
ments:
a subject aand an object, and both are thhematic argum
ments. The subbject is the nouun phrase the w
wolf, and the object
o
is the nounn phrase the gooat.

The seconnd causative coonstruction is the periphrastic causative cconstruction, w
which is biclaausal. The repeated
example inn (23) illustratees this structurre and containss two verbs occcurring in twoo separate clausses.

There are two possible analyses
a
of struuctures that coontain two clauuses, namely, tthe raising andd control structtures,
and whichh analysis is acccepted dependds on the relatioon between thee two verbs in this structure.. Both verbs in
n this
structure sshare one arguument, which iis the proper nnoun Salem. Inn the raising coonstruction, it is assumed th
hat an
argument iis raised from the subordinaate clause to thhe matrix clauuse. Additionallly, the verb inn the matrix clause
has no sem
mantic contennt, and this enttails that it dooes not assign any semanticc role to the raaised argumen
nt. In
contrast, thhe verb in the main clause inn the control sttructure assigns a semantic roole to its argum
ments, which means
m
that if the two verbs in the
t main clausse and the subbordinate clausse share the saame argumentt, each verb sh
hould
assign its oown semantic role to this arggument (see Kiparsky & Kipparsky, 1970; P
Postal, 1974; F
Falk, 2001; Kro
oeger,
2004). Thee following exxamples illustraate raising andd control verbs in English:

We can coonclude from our
o discussionn in Section 3 that the relatioonship betweeen the two clauuses in periphrrastic
causativityy is a control relationship
r
beecause the verrb in the mainn clause has seemantic contennt, and therefo
ore it
assigns a semantic rolee to its argum
ments. In this view, we willl assume thatt the object oof the main clause
anaphoricaally controls thhe subject of tthe subordinatee clause, whichh means that tthe subordinatee clause is a cllosed
function thhat contains an
a internal subbject phrase. W
We can show tthe analysis oof this structurre in the following
f-structuree in (25b):
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The f-structure in (25b) shows that thhe main prediccate is the verrb make that ooccurs in the m
matrix clause. This
predicate rrequires three functions: a suubject, an objeect, and a com
mplement. Thee subject is thee proper noun Zayd
and the obbject is the prooper noun Saleem, and both aare representedd in embeddedd f-structures. T
The compleme
ent is
also repressented in an em
mbedded f-struucture that is hheaded by the predicate eat,, which requirees two functio
ons: a
subject annd an object. The
T object is thhe noun phrasse the dates, w
while the subjeect is an omittted pronoun th
hat is
controlled by the object of
o the matrix cclause Salem. T
This complemeent is closed because we assuume that there is an
omitted prronoun that iss controlled byy the object of the main claause. If this structure is anaalyzed as a ra
aising
structure, tthe two clausees should sharee the same arggument, meaniing that the obbject of the maatrix clause and the
subject of the complemeent should be thhe same word.
The last sttructure analyzzed in this secction is the moorphological ccausative struccture, which coontains a caussative
verb that iis derived from
m a basic form
m. We mentioneed above that morphologicaal causative verrbs may be derived
from intrannsitive or transsitive verbs, annd the causativve form shouldd require an exttra argument. The analysis of
o the
examples repeated beloow as (26), whhich illustrates the basic annd derived forrms, is simplee, as shown in
n the
f-structurees in (27). The basic form off the verb, whicch is drink, is transitive and requires two ffunctions: a su
ubject
and an objject, and both are
a shown in thhe f-structure iin (27a). The dderived form, w
which is illustrrated in (26b), adds
a new arguument that enttails that the deerived predicaate requires thrree functions: a subject, a primary object, and
a a
secondary object. The suubject is the causer and the primary objecct is the causeee. The typical ssecondary obje
ect is
thematicallly restricted. The
T thematic roole of the secoondary object hhere is the them
me, as shown iin the f-structure.

The primaary object in thhe example off morphologicaal causation inn (26b) can bee an adjective fform, but this does
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not mean that the adjecctive in this caase should be analyzed as aan open functioon (i.e., X-AD
DJ) that shares the
subject with the main claause. If we repplace the primaary object in thhis example w
with an adjectivve, as shown below,
the same ff-structure is thhe correct anaalysis for this sstructure, whicch involves repplacing the nooun phrase with the
adjectival phrase, as shoown in (28b). This is becausse the adjectivve here does noot modify the ssubject of the main
clause; rathher, it modifiess an omitted nooun that is mann or person.

5. Conclussion
This studyy discusses thee causative coonstructions inn MSA. It has been argued that all three types of caussative
constructioons, which aree lexical causaatives, periphraastic causativees, and morphological causaatives, are foun
nd in
MSA. We discussed the arguments off causative verrbs and their thhematic roles. Furthermore, it has been sh
hown
that the caausee is alwayss patient and tthe causer is allways an agennt in the causattive constructioon, despite the
e fact
that basic forms may reequire differennt thematic rolles. In the lasst section of thhis study, we have discussed
d the
syntactic aanalysis of cauusative construuctions in MSA
A, showing thhat the relationnship between the two clausses in
the periphhrastic causativve structure iss a control rellationship, whhere the complement is a cllosed function
n that
contains a subject that iss controlled byy the object of tthe verb in thee main clause. In addition, thhis study has sh
hown
the analyssis of the lexical causative, which is a siimple structurre, and the baasic and deriveed structure of the
morphologgical causativee, focusing on tthe difference in the numberr of arguments within the derrived form.
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